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A FIRST APPROXIMATION TO CLASSIFY TIDAL SWAMP 
SOILS IN TERMS OF THEIR PRODUCTIVITY AND 

POTENTIALITY FOR RICE 1 
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The tidal swamp soils in Indonesia cover about 7 million hecatares, distributed 

mainly on the four major islands of Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Irian Jaya. While 

most of these soils are still covered by swamp forest or secondary growth reeds and sedges, 

parts of them are increasingly used for agriculture, especially rice and rubber; other crops, 

such as fruit trees, corn and beans are gradually expanding. 

The growing importance of these areas for rice production calls for strong efforts to 

compose an applicable classification system in terms of the productivity and potentiality of 

the soils for lowland rice (or wet-cultivated rice). Current systems have failed, or are 

inadequate, to depiot the real capability of these soils for the obvious reason that they were 

developed for hydrologically unmatching soils. Although tidal swamp soils have some 

characteristics comparable with poorly drained paddy soils, their pedological background, 

however, is entirely different. 

This makes the application of existing systems of paddy soil classification 

improper. 

As paddy-rice cultivation is one of the most intensive forms of soil management, no 

direct relationships could be found of the original soil morphology to rice yields. 

Therefore, it stands to reason that a proper system of classification needs to be based on the 

interpretaion of how the diagnostic properties of tidal swamp soils will ultimately affect 

the results of soil management. In other words, the soils should be evaluated upon the 

amount of effort required to improve the original soil properties; the greater the amount, 

the lesser will be the value. 

The FAO has proposed a system for general use which was developed upon a 

similar philosophy as that just stated. This paper will be dealing with an attempt to 

introduce some basic modifications into the FAO systems to fit tidal swamp soils. 
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